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Minutes of a meeting of the Board of 
Governors of Sion-Manning Catholic Girls’ 
School held at the School on Tuesday 6th 
February 2018 at 6:15 p.m. 

 

NON-CONFIDENTIAL 
 

PRESENT 
 

Governors  
Joy Duval Koenig (JDK)   Richard Girvan (RG) 
Marian Granaghan (MG)   Elaine Gribben (EG)   

 Chris Johnston (CJ)    Maureen Marlowe (MM) 
Andrew O’Neil (AON) (Headteacher)  Amanda Sayers (AS) (Chairman) 
Jason Swettenham (JS)   Peter Wilson (PW) (arrived for item 6 at 
6:17 p.m.) 
 

 Associate Members 
Amelia Darrell (AD) (arrived at 6:23 p.m. Item 6) Peter Dean (PD) 
Natali Dragic (ND)     Hetty Fletcher (HF) 
Lucie Follett (LF)     Dave Hallberry (DH)   
Marsha Kutkevitch (MK)    Stella Powell Jones (SPJ) 
James Marshall (JM)     
 
Observers 
Tim Aykroyd (TA), DHT 
Cheryl Subban (CS), DHT 

  
 Carolyn MacLeish (CM) (Clerk for Governors) 

 
The meeting was started with a prayer led by AS 

 

1. OPENING PRAYER (AS) 
 
“As we move ever closer to an exciting new chapter in the life of the School, help us to 
ensure that we are fully prepared for the new challenges of being a co-educational 
school and open to the opportunities that it will afford us.  We also ask you to guide us 
as we consider our Vision for All Saints Catholic College having Christ and the safety, 
wellbeing and futures of our students at the centre of everything that we do. 
 
In our prayer, Lord hear us!” 
 
 

2. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
 
There were no apologies for absence. 
 

3. DECLARATION OF INTERESTS 
 
There were no declarations of interest relating to the agenda. 
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4. MINUTES FROM THE MEETING HELD ON 12th December 2017 
 
AS reminded governors that the minutes had been extensively reviewed by her and the 
clerk.  Governors were asked to send typing error corrections directly through to the 
clerk and to raise only factual inaccuracies.  
 
Discussion. 
 
RESOLVED: that the minutes of the meeting held on 12th December 2017 be signed as 
a true record. (unam)  
 
 

5. COMMITTEE REPORTS AND THE DELEGATION OF FUNCTIONS 

Reports from Committee Meetings Since Last Board Meeting (draft 
minutes/notes were attached): 

This was governors’ opportunity to ask questions of the relevant committee/group 
relating to any of the accompanying papers.  It was assumed that all governors had 
read these papers. All action points had been placed on the agenda for the relevant 
committee/group or Board meeting. Recommendations to the Board were to be 
considered but committee/group minutes were not to be discussed except in the 
Chairman’s discretion. 

 
Admissions Committee – 9th January 2018  
EG, MG and AS met to check the correctness of the school’s application of its 
Admissions Policy, specifically in its ranking of applications according to category for 
forwarding to the LA.  Governors were presented with a comprehensive spreadsheet 
which sorted applicants into suggested categories from Looked After Children ranking 
highest followed by practising Catholics with a practice certificate to All Applicants at 
the other extreme.  They then went through each application checking that the 
supporting paperwork was present in each case to support the category determination.  
In one instance, governors asked the school to request a certificate be signed by the 
parish priest, in two instances that an assistant priest’s status in signing be verified and 
in several cases that the school ask for additional paperwork to prove Other Christian 
status.  In instances where no evidence of any faith was supplied, applications were 
moved to join the category of Other Applicants.  Assuming the requests suggested 
yielded the appropriate paperwork, governors were in agreement that the amended 
spreadsheet be forwarded to the LA for allocation of places according to their usual 
processes.  Governors then reported their findings and requests to AON. 

 
Recommendations for next year: that the spreadsheet be in alphabetical order by 
category and corresponding paperwork also in that order. 

 
Governors asked whether they should consider making allowances for paperwork 
where a child was looked after or had other mitigating circumstances.  Governors were 
advised that this could be considered when the procedure was next reviewed. 

 
Strategy Group – Tuesday 16th January 2018  
AS reported that the group focused on planning the Board’s agenda for the 
forthcoming year to help reduce time spent on planning.  The group did not make any 
formal decisions on the Board’s behalf. 
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Governors raised the following questions in discussion: 
 MK asked whether the two students mentioned were leaving in the reports 

were MA students.  AON stated they had not been classed as MA 
students; 

 Governors asked about the redevelopment of the South Block and were 
advised it would be covered in the agenda. 

 
F&GP – Tuesday 16th January 2018 
Governors raised the following questions: 

 MK asked how the School was managing the Grenfell funding if it had not 
been received yet had effectively been partially spent.  AON responded 
that he was in regular discussions with Andrew Tagg who had advised 
that the School should receive the money in the next week.  Furthermore, 
the School’s current cash flow enabled the School to start spending some 
of the funds and finally the School was keeping a spreadsheet on how it 
had spent the funding; 

 MM asked what the function of the Moroccan School was.  AON answered 
that it was a language school for children and was subject to national 
safeguarding law. 

Fundraising Group - Tuesday 16th January 2018 
Governors raised the following questions: 

 MM asked what the organisation Go Mammoth did.  HF informed that they 
enabled organisations to rent their facilities through them and gave the 
example of football pitches; 

 MM asked whether there had been any update from the Hammersmith 
Community Gardens project.  AON advised that the School was waiting to 
hear. 

 AON responded to questions about the end of year prom, and governors 
noted that it would be the last Sion Manning Prom and the girls had asked 
for it to be held at the School. 

 
Curriculum & Standards – Wednesday 17th January 2018 
No questions raised. 
 
Community Engagement & Catholic Life - Wednesday 17th January 2018 
Governors raised the following points and questions: 

 MM asked about the changes to the RE curriculum and the expectation 
that students understand Jewish theology.  AON advised that the all the 
GCSE curriculums had changed for this year alongside the new grading 
system which had been introduced last year for English and Maths; 

 AON reported that the curriculum had been changed so that students 
studied Christian theology and another world faith chosen by the School.  
The Diocese of Westminster (DoW) had required its schools to study 
Judaism to help Catholic students gain a better understanding of the basis 
of Christianity. 

 MM asked whether the School had invited Rabbis to the School.  AON 
confirmed that there had been visits from Rabbis, and students had visited 
a Jewish museum; 
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 LF asked whether the School had heard from the charity Magic Breakfast, 
and AON advised that it had not to date; 

 MM asked whether the School had any further information on the 12 
students who were not accessing school clubs.  TA stated the School was 
very happy that its new school clubs offer had attracted a 97% uptake by 
students on launch.  The next step was to address any issues around why 
a small minority of students in Y10 were not taking up the offer, and the 
SLT were working on it. 

 
 

6. POLICY/IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS REVIEW 
 
The following were scheduled for review and/or approval: 
 

a) Publication of Admissions arrangements for Autumn 2018 
 
Governors noted the following points in discussion: 

- AS reported that in the Diocesan Chairs’ briefing schools were advised not to 
include the certificate of Catholic practice as one of their admissions categories. 

- Governors noted that every seven years the Board was supposed to go to 
consultation on its Admissions Criteria.  The School had held a consultation 
regarding the decision on whether to accept boys into Y7. 

- AON stated that the School and the LA had not anticipated the number of 
applications it would receive for Y7.  The LA had advised the School to include 
sibling criteria for the September 2019 admissions; 

- AON added that he wished to follow the Diocese’s advice regarding the removal 
of the Catholic practice certificate as he agreed with the Diocese that this would 
deter some Catholics from applying for places with the School; 

- Governors noted that Schools were not allowed to put a time frame on when a 
child was baptised as had been the case with some schools within the Diocese; 

- AON added that it was his belief that if a child had been baptised they had 
received a sacrament which was more important than a certificate of practice; 

- Governors agreed that the admissions order should be as follows: 
a) Catholic “looked after” children and Catholic children who have 

been adopted (or made subject to residence orders or special 
guardianship orders). A baptismal certificate would be required    

b) Other baptised Catholic children  
c) Children with a “sibling” at the school at the time of admission  
d) Other “looked after” children who have been adopted (or made 

subject to residence orders or special guardianship orders) 
immediately after having been looked after.  

e) Catechumens and baptised children of Eastern/Orthodox Churches 
where the application is supported by their priest  

f) Children from Christian families where the application is supported 
by a reference from a minister of religion.  

g) Children from families of other faiths where the application is 
supported by a reference from a religious leader. 

- SPJ asked whether the baptismal certificate for LAC could be waived if it could 
not be found.  AON stated that churches kept a record of all baptisms, so this 
could be addressed without disadvantaging the application or changing the 
criteria; 

- MM asked whether the criteria should have other LAC higher up the admissions 
order; 
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- governors asked whether the criteria should include forces children too; 
- governors asked whether there should be a final category stating all other 

children not covered by the other criteria; 
- AON stated that he would check with the Diocese however he believed their 

thoughts would be that the ethos of the School was to educate children of 
Catholic faith in the first instance; 

- Governors agreed that subject to the clarification and the policy being brought 
back to the next meeting they were happy to approve the policy under Chair’s 
Action. 
 

b) Financial Control Procedures – Rec by F&GP 
 

AS asked governors to note that DS had requested that governors increase the 
Headteacher’s authority to in respect of budget virements from £1,000 to £5,000 
whilst all other levels of delegation remain the same.   

 
Governors approved the amendment and the Financial Control Procedures with 
an annual review of the policy. 
 

c) Supporting Students with Medical Conditions 
 

Governors asked why “our vision” was on the policy and agreed it should be 
removed.   
 
MM asked how the School ensured parents took on their relevant areas of 
responsibility within EHCPs for students.   CS responded that it was different for 
all students with EHCPs who met with a number of different agency professionals 
and actions were agreed with parents. 
 
Governors reviewed and approved the policy and agreed that it would be 
reviewed in three years. 
 

d) Review of English Standards 
 
AON reported on the School’s monitoring of English standards and stated that this 
requirement was considered and dealt with under performance management for 
existing staff and through its recruitment processes for new staff.   

 
e) Term dates and INSET Days 2018-19 

 
AON advised that the School had elected to follow the LA term dates due to the 
public exams timetable.  Regrettably this was different to St Charles Primary 
which had altered their dates for Easter.  The School was unable to change its 
dates to coincide as it would severely reduce the time the School had with Y11 
before their GCSE exams which were due to start on 12th May. 
 
The School had not proposed INSET days yet for 2018-19 as AON was 
considering requesting additional days to help with the changes to the new 
school.  Governors noted that the key reason was the potential benefit in helping 
staff during what would be a stressful period and that the School had requested 
extra days this year to prepare for the changes to the School’s provision and 
applications. 
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The following points were raised in discussion: 
 AS asked whether the School was allowed to take the extra days and if it 

were would that have an impact on student attendance; 
 SPJ asked whether parents had raised any complaints regarding the 

additional days; 

 AON advised there had been no complaints about the extra dates set for 
this year; 

 governors asked whether the three extra days would be made up in 
different ways over the course of the year; 

 RG supported AON’s views on the benefit to staff, stating it would give 
teachers more time for marking, INSET and recognise the need for a good 
work life balance (WLB).  Furthermore, as discussed in the C&S committee 
governors had recognised the additional time teachers gave to students 
particularly Y11 through revisions sessions and clubs and it could be argued 
that the time was more than made up; 

 AON thanked governors for their points and advised that if he believed it 
necessary he would bring a request for extra INSET days in 2018-19 to the 
Summer Board meeting. 
 

f) Uniform List – verbal update 
 
AON reported that he had reviewed other Catholic schools’ uniform lists across 
the DoW post the last Board meeting to address the queries and points made by 
governors. AON detailed his findings: 

 most schools did not specify religious headdress however Our Lady’s 
Convent in Hackney had a uniform scarf which was plain black and students 
who wished to wear a religious head dress were advised that it should be 
black; 

 governors asked that the sanction state students not wearing correct 
uniform would be sent to the Emmaus Centre; 

 governors stated that they were happy to note the uniform list and thanked 
AON for answering their queries. 

 
g) Review of Policy Schedule and Delegation 

 
 Accessibility – Autumn 2020 

 Charging and Remission Autumn 2020 
 Exclusions Guidance – No review date the School undertook to use the 

latest legislation and guidance from the DfE and to advise governors on any 
changes. 

 First Aid – (Review as part of the School’s H&S policies) 
 Sex Education & Relationships – Review every three years 
 Staff Code of Conduct – Annual Review 
 Statement of procedures of dealing with allegations of abuse - Review 

every three years 

 Lettings policies – Delegated to the F&GP committee 
 SEF – Reviewed by the C&S committee 
 Work plan – Reviewed by the Strategy Group. 

 
RESOLVED: that governors unanimously approved (or noted) the following: 
a) Admissions Arrangements for 2019 subject to amendments agreed being signed off 

by the Chair under Chair’s action; 
b) Financial Control Procedures (unam) – review March 2019; 
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c) Supporting Students with Medical Conditions (unam) – review March 2021; 
d) Term Dates for 2018-19 (unam); 
e) Uniform List for ASCC (unam); 
f) the changes to the Policy Schedule and Delegation as listed above (unam). 
 

ACTION: Final Admission Procedure to be tabled for governors’ information 
at the next Board meeting. 
AON to table INSET Days for 2018-19 by the last Summer Board meeting. 
 
 

7. HEADTEACHER’S ORAL REPORT 
 
AON provided an oral Headteacher’s report which included an update on the School’s 
bid for LCVAP and LA funding for the School premises and an update on the School’s 
budget 2018/19. 
 
Leadership 
 
The School had appointed a new chaplain.  PW and AON had interviewed candidates 
for the post of a chaplain/parish worker.  The School had successfully appointed a lady 
who was currently working in Twickenham.  PW and AON stated that it was very 
exciting for the School and the parish as neither had had this type of support in the last 
five years.  AON stated that PW had agreed that more of her time would be used by 
the School initially before going into working with the parish.   
 
AON responded to questions from governors on the Chaplain post stating the focus of 
the post was to lead on worship across the School and the Catholic life of the School.  
Additionally, she would provide pastoral support to students and staff and the 
objectives would be soft targets.  CS would line manage the member of staff and she 
would work with CS on Safeguarding however CS would retain overall responsibility for 
the role. 
 
AON highlighted the following leadership points: 

 the School had appointed a new Head of RE for Sept 2018; 
 the School had offered a candidate the post of Head of Music from September 

2018 and were waiting to hear if the candidate accepted the role; 

 the SLT had had training with Shelia Nolan who was a Section 5 inspector.  Ms 
Nolan had helped staff understand how to use the new ASP data and scrutinised 
members of the leadership team; 

 the training had been partly run as a mini Ofsted and had been incredibly valuable 
to the School.  The School had elected to change how it framed its SEF because of 
the training; 

 the key objective to come from the training was ensure the identification of issues 
was accurate and was having an impact on teaching and learning; 

 CS advised governors that the School was applying to receive an inclusion mark for 
Safeguarding.  The School had previously held it in 2014 and believed it would be 
beneficial to revisit the mark.  The deadline for assessment would be the 2nd March 
and interviews with governors and stakeholders would be held in March. 

 
Teaching and Learning 

 governors noted that the School’s predictions remained largely unchanged for Y11 
Progress 8 score (0.3+) and L4+ English and Maths 61%.  The School was hopeful 
that both results would increase favourably; 
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 governors noted that MA students’ predictions were disappointing however this was 
due to historical issues and the School were confident that this would improve over 
time.  MA -0.15 for Y11 and MA Y10 -0.37 

 through teaching validation of T&L the accuracy of the SLT identification of the 
School’s key strengths and weaknesses had been very good;   

 the January INSETs had centred on strategies for teaching and learning; 
 the School had produced a Y11 exam booklet which included everything parents 

and students needed to know about their GCSE preparation; 

 the School had held a sleepover in January, and CS had camped with Y11 student 
in the dance studio.  The students targeted had not been the borderline grade 
students or MA students; 

 the borderline students would be going on a residential trip and all Y11 students 
would have a residential and revisions sessions were being run for the year group; 

 35 students were staying at the School for a hot meal post the revision sessions. 
 
CE&CL 

 the School was running lots of extra curriculum activities and their success was 
being monitored on a weekly basis; 

 TA had started the process of organising an activities week and end of year 
celebrations; 

 there was a school mass on 20th January 2018 for the Feast of our Lady of Sion 
and some governors had attended. 

 
Finance & Premises 

 the School had not received any news to date on the LCVAP funding.  The School 
had bid for £795,000 to refurbish the South Block.  The School was working on 
preparation for the work with Wilbey Burnett in case the news on the bid came in 
late and the School would be ready to commence work; 

 the School was in discussion with the LA to try and secure additional funding for 
site improvements.  AON had bid for £100,000; 

 AON had attended the School’s Forum which had looked at the allocation in the 
School’s Block for high needs pupils.  The School was looking at £124,000 less in 
the School budget in March and with this information had started planning the 
budget for 2018-19; 

 the School had contacted the LA to find out whether the DfE’s promise to fund 
Grenfell-affected schools at the same rate as the previous year to take into account 
any fall in student numbers and to help schools to deal with the aftermath of the 
tragedy still stood; 

 to date the School had been advised that the DfE would only honour that promise 
for schools where a child had died.  The LA were pursuing a return to the DfE’s 
original pledge; 

 governors noted that if the DfE did not alter its current position the School would 
need to review its support staff structure; 

 governors noted that the proposed reduction in funding would have a more drastic 
impact on St Francis of Assisi and St Mary’s in East Row. 

 
Governors thanked AON for his report. 
 
 

8. ALL SAINTS (STANDING ITEM) 
 
AON updated governors on the preparations for ASCC for September 2018 and 
highlighted the following points: 
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 1st March was the pan-London secondary school offer day, and the School had 
started planning its contact with students and families who had been allocated the 
School; 

 governors noted that not all parents would be pleased with being offered a place at 
the School.  The School would invite all parents of children with Y7 places a visit to 
the School on 2nd March; 

 governors noted that 45 students had chosen the School as their first choice; 
 the School would write to all parents with information on what their child’s Y7 

education would look like with the School and congratulate them all on their place 
at their new school.  The messages would be personalised and signed by AON; 

 RM was organising another academy day at the School for Maths, English and PE.  
The School expected to host 50 pupils from the following primary schools: St 
Charles, St Mary’s and Bevington. 

 
 

9. THE BOARD’S VISION FOR THE SCHOOL 
 
AON referred governors to the discussion held at the CE&CL meeting, and governors 
noted that the committee had discussed and agreed the principles behind the vision.  
Governors agreed that the item would be brought back to the March Board meeting 
with a view to the motto and gospel passage being agreed in the Summer Board 
meeting. 
 
 

10. ACTIONS FROM THE LAST MEETING 
 

Ref. Item Person Action Set 

4 6 CS CS to table the Slavery appendix to the 
Safeguarding Policy at the CE&CL 
committee. – May 

12/12/2017 Postponed to May 
CE&CL meeting 

5 6 AON Finalise the ASCC Uniform List for the 
next Board meeting. 

Completed 

6 8 AON School Admissions committee to meet 
to rate the applications received for the 
LA to administer the admissions process 
on its behalf. (9th January at 2pm). 

Completed 

 
 

11. BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
 
a) Governor Appointments or Ends of Office since the last Meeting 

 

 MM left the meeting at this point and the clerk asked governors to formally 
vote on whether they accepted the LA nomination of MM as the Board’s LA 
governor. – Governors unanimously approved.  

 CM advised she had been awaiting confirmation from the DoW for the 
appointment of JS and SPJ as Foundation Governors.  The DoW had verbally 
confirmed that JS had been appointed as of 1st February 2018 and CM was 
awaiting written confirmation. 

 SPJ confirmed she had resent her application as the first had been lost in the 
process. 

 CJ had been confirmed with paperwork from the DoW and his office had 
officially started on 1st December 2017. 
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b) Current Governor Vacancies 

 
a) One Parent Governor 

AS advised that Shajia Ataur had attended a number of meetings as an 
interested candidate; however, due to work commitments she was unable to 
stand for the position.  AON confirmed the School would seek to re-advertise 
and generate interest in the role next term. 

 
b) Three Foundation Governors (SPJ application in process) 

PW expressed his concern at the number of vacant FG posts particularly in 
light of some of the pastoral and faith-based matters the Board were 
discussing at present.  AS advised that the governor candidates had tried to 
get their applications confirmed but there appeared to be a staff shortage at 
the Diocese and a severe delay in processing applications, including the loss 
of one application.  AON advised that he would speak to contacts at the 
Diocese to try to expedite the process.  

 

c) Governors Whose Offices are Due to End within the Next Three Months 

None. 

d) Governor Non-Attendance 
 
No issues to report. 

 
e) DBS Check Update 
 

All checks for governors were either completed or in train.  Clerk reminded 
governors to contact Rosa Lagunas if they were uncertain of their DBS status or 
needed to complete the checks. 

f) Governor Reports 
 
Governors thanked AD for her Pupil Premium Link Governor Report which had 
been discussed at the F&GP and C&S committees. 

 
g) LA Information and Governor Training 

 
The following points were highlighted by governors: 
there was a cost of DoW training however all Foundation Governors should attend 
the Foundation Governor training; 
a) AS recommended governors use the Modern Governor online training if they 

were unable to get to training and highlighted the Chair of Governors training 
as a useful overview for the working of the Board; 

b) AS referred governors to her Chair’s Briefing notes and highlighted the 
following points: 

- AS would be attending DoW GDPR training on 12th March 
- Chairs had been advised to consider the NGA training for themselves 

and recommend that their clerks were Level 3 ICSA trained; 
- the briefing highlighted the developments with the academy strategy 
- the DoW had signed up all its schools for Governor Hub which was a 

cloud safe server tool where governors could access their documents 
and the LA and Diocese could feed into it too. 
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c) the TriBorough conference was on Saturday and AS reported her attendance 
highlighting the presentation by a senior HMI regarding the Ofsted changes.  
The changes meant the School would not be able to go for Outstanding at its 
next inspection.  The School could be judged to be good with outstanding 
features however the follow up conversion inspection would a be a minimum 
of a year later.  The School could not pay for an inspection and nor could it be 
re-inspected as a new school. 
 
Governors asked whether the School could campaign through the Diocese 
against the change as it was unfair to AON and his staff if their hard work 
could not be recognised fully under the next Ofsted inspection.  AS advised 
the system was unlikely to change in the short term and the overall aim 
appeared to be widening the “Good“ group. 
 
Governors agreed that this change should be reflected in its strategic vision 
and the School’s KPI’s. 

 
RESOLVED: that the Board unanimously approved the appointment of MM as its LA 
governor for a four-year term of office. 
 

 
12. CHAIRMAN’S ACTION REPORT 

 
Report on any action taken or correspondence received since the last meeting. 
 
Agreed the siblings’ addition to admissions for Sept 2018 
Convened a Permanent Exclusion Panel. 
 
RESOLVED:  Governors unanimously approved the Chairman’s actions. 
 
 

13. DATES OF FUTURE BOARD AND COMMITTEE MEETINGS 
 

Date Meeting and Time Consented Absences 

Tuesday 
13/03/2018 F&GP 8:00 a.m 

Moved from 6th March 

Tuesday 
27/03/2018 GB 6:00 p.m. 

 

 
 

14. ANY URGENT BUSINESS 
 
Any non-confidential urgent business (taken in the discretion of the Chairman). 
 
AON informed governors that the new GDPR regulations would come into the UK law 
as of 25th May 2018 the law focused on organisations being transparent about their use 
of data and the rights of the individual to their data and the compliance with the law.  
The School would need to ensure its own practices and those of its suppliers complied 
with the new requirements. 
 
The School would be using a team of three key members to implement the changes 
(Delyth Smith, Margaret Shortiss and Toby Padjez).  TA would be appointed the DPO. 
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The School had completed the mapping and data protection of the flow of data within 
the School and was currently reviewing the School’s privacy notices and the collection 
of data for students.  The current age of consent for personal data was 13 and prior to 
that consent was sought from parents or carers.  The School would be advising parents 
and students that data was being collected in public interest.  The School was working 
with other schools to establish the best practices.  The School would report on the final 
arrangements at the May board meeting. 
 
AON reported that 13 members of the School staff had reported they would be going 
on the Camino de Santiago pilgrimage and had requested in the F&GP committee a 
financial contribution from governors towards petrol and toll costs.  The money raised 
would be donated to a charity for Fibrodysplasia Ossificans Progressive (FOP).  
Governors unanimously approved a donation of £1,000 to the costs of the trip. 
 
RESOLVED: that the School unanimously approved the donation of £1000 towards the 
Staff Camino de Santiago pilgrimage. 
 
 

15. ITEMS FOR FUTURE ACTION OR MEETINGS 
 
Discussion. 
 
RESOLVED: that the following issues be future agenda items: 
 

Item Suggested By For Meeting 

Confirmation of Admissions 
Criteria for 2019-20 

Board  Spring 2018 

LA Funding 
Board Spring 2018 

LCVAP Update 
Board Spring 2018 

Parent Governor Elections  
Board Spring 2018 

School Motto 
Board CE&CL and Board 

Ongoing 

Slavery Appendix  
Board CE&CL – May 2018 

GDPR 
Board May 2018 

 

 CHAIRMAN’S SIGNATURE: …………………………… 
 
DATE SIGNED: ......./........../......... 
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ACTIONS 
 

Ref. Item Person Action Status/Due Date 

4 6 CS CS to table the Slavery appendix to the 
Safeguarding Policy at the CE&CL 
committee. – May 

12/12/2017 Postponed to May 
CE&CL meeting 

7 6 AON Final Admission Procedure to be tabled 
for governors’ information at the next 
Board meeting. 

March 2018 

8 6 AON To table INSET Days for 2018-19 by the 
last Summer Board meeting. 

July 2018 

 
 
 


